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Travel & Vacation Expo
Sunday February 17, 2019, 11am-3pm
Inn at Reading, Park Rd, Wyomissing

GRAND PRIZE

AAA Travel Gift Certificate

The area’s LARGEST
travel & vacation event

Door Prizes • Free Admission
Exclusive Deals & Savings
Travel Presentations throughout the day

Miller Center
for the Arts

2018-2019 Season

Present this coupon and RECEIVE A SECOND TICKET FOR 50% OFF any of the performances listed in this ad!
Limit one coupon per order and must be presented in person at time of order. May not be exchanged for cash.

Performance Series
Country Blues and Buck
Dance Phil Wiggins’
House Party and
The Harris Brothers
Friday, January 25 - 7:30 PM

Bridgman/Packer
Saturday, February 2 – 7:30 p.m.

“A Cardboard & Duct Tape
Spectacular,”
Bindlestiff Family Cirkus
Sunday, March 24 - 3:00 PM

ON SCREEN/IN PERSON Film Series
“Purple to Part,”
RIOULT Dance Company
Saturday, February 23 – 7:30 PM

Man on Fire – Joel Fendelman, filmmaker
Wednesday, February 27 – 6:30 PM

San Jose Taiko

From the Second Wave to the Tidal Wave –
Pam Maus, filmmaker
Tuesday, March 19 – 6:30 PM

Malpaso Dance

CHAVELA – Daresha Kyi, filmmaker
Monday, April 1 – 6:30 PM

Sunday, March 10 – 3:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 16 – 7:30 p.m.

Frankenstein, Aquila Theatre
Friday, March 29 – 7:30 p.m.

Gina Chavez Band
Friday, April 5– 7:30 PM

For tickets and information contact the Miller Center Box Office at 610.607.6270 or visit millercenter.racc.edu.
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Reflections

2

It hardly seems possible that the holidays are now but a
lovely memory, and that we’re looking forward to a few
more months of short days and sometimes long evenings!
Think of this as time for renewal, perhaps reading a few
books that just don’t seem to be possible during the hectic
days of summer fun, holiday gatherings and kids’ sports
(like they ever end!).

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

It’s a great time to be introspective about ourselves…are we
living life the way we intended? Are we fully satisfied, and
can we answer yes to the question of living our passion?
I love this issue of Women2Women Magazine because we
get to meet some extraordinary women who decided that
life was too short not to live fully and find fulfillment in the
time we’re allotted. I think you’ll be as intrigued as I was to find women that have passion,
persistence and the power to do amazing things with their lives and are living the dreams
they often repressed until something inside said “now is the time”!
I think that Women2Women is an excellent vehicle for women to see others right here in
our community who have made changes that inspire them to celebrate. It gives all of us the
opportunity to think differently and find the confidence to know we are not alone in our
pursuit to be whatever it is that gives us fulfilment.
Speaking of winter, women more than men may suffer from seasonal affective disorder
during the dark winter months. A fascinating read in this issue, which includes some great
suggestions for prevention and treatment.
And, please check out what is coming next in our programming for Women2Women,
excellent topics, presented by accomplished women; you are not going to want to miss one
of these sessions. Together we are building more powerful, confident women leaders right
here in Berks.

Jessica Bezler
Reading Health System
Raquel J. Capellan
Community Advocate
Lizette Epps
Carpenter Technology Corporation
Sara Frassinelli
Greater Reading Chamber Alliance
Kelly Hancock
Community Volunteer
Tracy Hoffmann
Hoffmann Publishing Group
Karen Klein
Fulcrum Information Resources
Karen Marsdale
Greater Reading Chamber Alliance
Rachael Romig
Greater Reading Chamber Alliance
Monica Rush
Penn State Health – St. Joseph
Holly Wolf
SOLO Laboratories

Karen Marsdale,
Senior VP of Programs, GRCA

Pick up your copy of Women2Women Magazine
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Shillington
Goodwill Fashion Store

Exeter
Martin Appliance
The Spine & Wellness Center

Sinking Spring
Charlotte Shoppe

Kutztown
Dunkelberger’s Fine Jewelry & Gifts
Sorrelli Jewelry
Morgantown
Weaver’s Orchard, Inc.
Reading
DoubleTree Hotel
Goggleworks Center for the Arts
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Temple
Riverview Nursery
& Garden Center
West Lawn
Elegance Derma Spa
Reading Dermatology Associates

West Reading
The Compleat Baldwin
Brass Center
Frock
Wyomissing
Be Balanced Hormone
Weight Loss Center
Bell Tower Salon,
Medi-Spa & Store
The Chamber’s Center
for Business Excellence
Courtyard by Marriott
L.A. Spa & Nail Bar
Wyomissing Hair Studio

Or visit us online at berkswomen2women.com

If you own a business and want to receive copies of Women2Women
magazine, please contact Rachael Romig at rromig@greaterreading.org.
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COVER STORY

A Paws -itive
Change

“You make it happen.” Stephanie Becker, VMD,
referenced that line from the 1980s movie Working Girl when
reflecting on her journey to fulfilling her childhood dream of
becoming a veterinarian. Now a vet at the Wyomissing Animal
Hospital, Stephanie’s path was unconventional, took a lot of hard
work, and was punctuated by milestone events from a cast of
supporting figures.
Growing up in Delaware County with her parents, two older
brothers and a younger sister, she was always surrounded
by animals.
“I wanted to be a veterinarian and I loved animals. It’s cliché, but
I really did,” Stephanie said. “We always had lots of animals at
our house, a dog, a cat, and kittens. There were hamsters, gerbils,
chameleons, bunnies, guinea pigs. It was really my passion when I
was growing up. I always had a pet of my own. Animals just really
were a big part of my life.”
Although she took many advanced science classes in high school,
she didn’t pursue the sciences while attending Dickinson College,
enrolling as an economics major but switching to a double major
in psychology and French.
Her parents encouraged her and her siblings to get a broad-based
education so she focused on what interested and impacted her.
She loved language arts and writing, but wasn’t sure how she
would use it in her future.
“At that point in my life, as much as I wanted to be a veterinarian,
it wasn’t a reality for me. I never said, ‘Okay, I’ve got to do this,
this, and this.’ It was more, ‘I’m moving on. I’m going to college
to just experience what college has to offer and figure out what
works for me,’” Stephanie said. “I studied in France, did all
the things you do as a French major. When I graduated I was
thinking human resources, personnel, something with people. I
ended up working at a local hospital at an entry level job in their
admissions office.”
She quickly realized that role was not a good fit and was unclear
what the future held. She left the hospital and took a position
in the admissions department of a continuing care
retirement community.
“That’s where I really started using my psych, my organizational
college-based skills. I loved it. I loved working with the elderly.
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That was a great part of my life, getting a lot of insight into
getting old, which a lot of people don’t think about,”
Stephanie said.
As much as she enjoyed that role, her life took a major turn when
she met and married her husband Dan Becker.
“Dan joined the Navy and we moved to Hawaii. That was just
a big location change. That’s the reason I left that job (at the
retirement facility). Who knows? Maybe I would still be there
today,” she said. “I went to Hawaii and realized we were only
going to be there a short period of time. I wasn’t looking for a
career. I was just looking for a job.”
She landed a position with Hilo Hattie, a major Hawaiian retailer
specializing in Aloha wear. Stephanie frequently thinks about the
woman who hired her, one of a series of women in her life who
have helped her along the way, seeing her potential, encouraging
her, and giving her a chance.
“She said, ‘Well, I don’t like the fact that you’re going to be here
a short time (due to Dan’s Navy career), but I like your resumé,’”
Stephanie recalled.
“It was such a great job. I got to wear a muumuu to work. I
actually helped design some of the prints because I worked in the
merchandising department. It was a total change, but I got to use
my people skills, my art.”

Wyomissing Animal Hospital has provided
superior veterinary care for small animals
for more than twenty years.
WE WELCOME NEW
CLIENTS AND PATIENTS

and invite you to visit our
New Client Center at
wyomissinganimalhospital.com

Offering a wide range
of services, with flexible
payment options,
designed to meet all
your pet care needs.

CALL US! 610.372.2121

35 Commerce Dr., Wyomissing, PA 19610

Dan received his law degree while serving in the Navy. After
finishing his military service, he decided to re-enter civilian life.
Before leaving Hawaii, he sent hundreds of resumés to law firms
in southeastern Pennsylvania since they wanted to be close to
their hometowns. Dan received an offer from Kozloff, Diener,
Payne & Fegley in Wyomissing, now Kozloff Stoudt
Professional Corporation.
With Dan’s job in place, Stephanie wondered what her next step
would be. That’s when Dan said, “You always wanted to be a
veterinarian. You talk about it all the time. Why don’t you give
that a shot?”
So eight years after graduating from college and working in both
social work and retail, Stephanie decided to make her dream a
reality. With Dan committed to his new job in Wyomissing, there
was only one veterinary school that was an option logistically, the
School of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania.
Stephanie reviewed Penn’s admission requirements and identified
the courses she needed to be eligible for admission.
“I took one science class at Dickinson,” Stephanie said. “I had to
get all my science classes. I needed calculus. I went to Penn State
Berks. I took courses at Kutztown University.”
During that time, she sent dozens of resumés to secure a job while
attending school.
“I didn’t care where I worked. I just wanted to work in a vet
hospital. I sent resumés everywhere and no one was hiring,”
Stephanie said.
Continued on page 8
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But she got the attention of a female veterinarian at the
Wyomissing Animal Hospital who decided to take a chance on
her despite the fact Stephanie had no experience working in that
type of environment.
“She was one of those real turning points, if you
look back on people,” Stephanie said. “It’s not
that either one of them (the vet or the woman at
Hilo Hattie) was in my life for a long time, but
they saw something. As a doctor now, I try to
remember them.”
Stephanie has worked at the Wyomissing
Animal Hospital ever since in various roles
including receptionist, kennel attendant and
technician. Taking the science courses and working
at the animal hospital helped cement that she was on
the right path.
“I wanted to make sure it was what I wanted to do. It actually
worked out well. If I had hated the courses, hated the job, I
would be somewhere different today, but I just loved it,”
she said. “I was a non-traditional student because I was
older and married. I actually did really well, but I
think I did well because I could really focus on it. I
was very committed.”
After completing the necessary pre-requisite
courses, Stephanie applied to Penn and
was accepted.
“I cried. I couldn’t believe it.”
She spent the next four years attending veterinary
school, commuting by train from her parents’ home
in Chalfont during the week and reuniting with Dan at
their home in Fleetwood on the weekends.
“There was a train station right there (in Chalfont). I didn’t
interact with my parents a whole lot because I was gone all day,
studying all night. They gave me my own little room. I just would
move in for the week, go home on the weekends.”

In addition to her parents, she credits Dan for his unwavering
support.
“You have to have someone who says, ‘It’s okay if you’re gone
for the week and come home on the weekends.’ He
developed some hobbies on his own. He took care
of the house and the dogs. I never could have
done it without him.”
In the time since Stephanie earned her coveted
VMD in 2001, she and Dan had two children
who are now teenagers. She continues to work
at the Wyomissing Animal Hospital as a vet
and loves encouraging students at all levels
to explore their interests and fulfill their own
dreams. Stephanie conducts tours, visits schools,
has students shadowing her, and meets with students
unsure of their career path. She also enjoys mentoring
younger, female veterinarians that have joined the practice.
“I think being a good female role model in anything is important
with your younger staff,” she said. “I sit with them and I talk to
them and I’m so proud of what they’re doing with their lives. Not
that I take credit for it, but I feel I’m glad I’ve been a part of them
getting to where they want to be too. They’re all really
amazing veterinarians.
“I truly have a second career. I had one and now I have another.
I think sometimes you do feel like it’s too much work, but if you
are thoughtful about your goal, you go into it with your eyes wide
open and talk to other people,” Stephanie said. “That’s what I did
the whole way, communicated with other people as I was going
through it and had their support. That gave me encouragement to
proceed.”
But ultimately, like Tess in Working Girl, it was up to her to make
it happen. 2
Written by: Karen Klein, Fulcrum Information Resources

In addition to providing a place to lay her head, Stephanie credits
her parents and her mother in particular for their support.
“My mom was a super role model. She had an ERA bracelet that
she wore from the ’70s. She was in the League of Women Voters.
She got a job as a volunteer director in a nursing home and
then decided she wanted to go back to school. She was raising a
family and working full-time and going to school for her MBA,”
Stephanie said.

REHABILITATION

PROGRAMS

to meet your home care needs
Case Management
Chronic Disease Management
Skilled Nursing and Therapy Services
Complex Wound Care

“When I was going to Dickinson my parents said, ‘Don’t even
think about the money. We’ll figure it out. Don’t let that stand in
your way. We will help you get loans.’”
Stephanie used that same philosophy for veterinary school and
took out loans to pay for her schooling.

Telehealth

STATE
PENNALTH
HE
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E
T
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HEAL
HOME ENCY
AG

For All of Your Home Health Needs

healthcallshomehealth.com
1220 Broadcasting Rd. Suite 202 • Wyomissing PA

p 610.927.3166 • f 610-927-3164
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HEALTH CALLS
HOME HEALTH
AGENCY
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HEALTH CALLS
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NOW ACCEPTING MALE PATIENTS

Rebecca McClure, CRNP

Are you
experiencing
hot flashes,
low sexual drive,
decreased energy,
abnormal weight
gain or difficulty
sleeping?

You don’t have to be over 50 to experience
hormonal imbalance. Symptoms can
begin at age 35, don’t suffer.
• We offer bio identical hormonal balance
for both men and women.
~ Medically managed for over 30 years
~ Personal extensive history
~ Lab result proven
• Also offering a Medically Managed
Weight Loss Program
Call today to schedule a consultation 484-516-2937

www.renewedvitality4you.com

Legal Strategies for all Workplace Challenges Facing Women Today.
2640 Westview Dr.,
Wyomissing, PA 19610
610-670-2552

kozloffstoudt.com
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LIKE A BOSS

Local Ladies and Their Path to Entrepreneurship

During a recent interview, TERRI STROBLE recalled that she
always had a good attention for detail, a knack for organizing
and a passion for helping others. From a very young age, she
would arrange her spaces and things in a way that evoked her
imagination and creativity.
Over the years, many of Terri’s friends and acquaintances took
notice of her natural abilities. Soon they were asking her to help
them organize their own spaces. In 2005, seeing that there was a
need to help people in this area, Terri and her sister developed a
product called “It’s a Keeper,” a small but mighty organizational
binder that aids homeowners in keeping their important papers
organized all in one place. They began holding seminars and
workshops in which they would demonstrate the use of the
binder and offer tips on other organizational information and
tools. It was from these beginnings that All About Organized, a
professional organizing service, was born.

Centers, owned by her sister, Dorothy Paschall, Maggie discovered
her love for the complementary holistic field. After talking to
trusted individuals, like her sister, and researching the types of
preparation and education she would need in order to move
forward, she decided to become a Foot and Hand Reflexologist.
She then signed up for classes at the International School of
Medical Reflexology in Allentown. Now the owner of Relief
Through Reflexology, Maggie has been bringing relief to clients in
Exeter Township and surrounding areas for a little over five years.
While Terri and Maggie’s stories followed distinct paths, one
thing is clear–they each followed their passion, and then took the
necessary steps to become a small business owner.

For Terri, the process followed a natural and logical progression.
She created a business that would utilize her own talents to help
others organize their own spaces. However, sometimes the path
toward small business ownership is less straightforward.

And they are not alone. According to a 2018 survey by Guidant
Financial, 26% of current business owners are women and the
trend is growing. According to the National Women’s Business
Council (NWBC), today there are over 11 million women-owned
businesses, compared to 4 million in 1988. While the number
one reason why women go into business for themselves, according
to the survey, is because they want to pursue their passions, many
times other precipitating factors are involved.

MAGGIE MIRENDA spent many years as a paraprofessional
working in a multiple disabilities’ classroom at a local school
district, yet she struggled with low back pain due to the
physicality of the job. While spending a summer working in
Gilbertsville at the front desk of the Massage & Bodywork

Family circumstances and an affinity for writing are two factors
that led JEAN HENSHAW to pursue business ownership. Jean
had been a writer for most of her professional life, starting out as
a reporter for a San Diego newspaper, and continuing as a writer
in several other jobs over the years. But it wasn’t until she and
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SUGGESTIONS
AND RESOURCES

If you have ever considered starting your own business,
but didn’t quite know where to start, the following
suggestions may help:
• Do some soul-searching. Think about your values,
what you believe in, what you are good at. Could your
passions translate into a possible business?
• Dip your toe in the water. If you are between jobs,
semi-retired, or have a little extra time, consider
volunteering or working part-time at a business similar
to the one you’re interested in. You’ll get a good sense of
the environment and may meet people who can give you
great insight.
• Take a class that will give you information about
a particular field. There are many affordable online courses that are available for people who don’t
necessarily have the time to attend a physical class.
Ed2Go, www.Ed2Go.com, offers a multitude of on-line
classes. Each class has an instructor, runs for six weeks,
and is self-paced, which offers a great deal of flexibility,
especially if you are currently working at another job.

her husband moved to Berks County and became parents
that she established her own business, Content Scribes
(www.content-scribes.net).
“I saw an ebook on how to start a content writing business,
purchased it, followed the instructions to the letter and started
getting clients, so much so that 18 months later—at the
beginning of the Great Recession no less—I quit my full-time
position to take Content Scribes full time,” Jean recalled.
The decision allowed her to pursue her passion for writing while
giving her the flexibility that would soon be needed during a time
when her parents’ health began to decline, and she found herself
needing to fly back and forth to San Diego to assist them.
“I wouldn’t have been able to spend as much time with them as
I did, if I had still been working for someone else…being selfemployed was a true blessing at that time,” Jean recalled.
While there are many advantages and rewards to starting one’s
own business, many find that there are often accompanying
challenges.
Practical matters such as renovating a building and learning
about topics such as accounting and taxes didn’t deter JESSICA
WEIXLER from opening Wild Sage Coffee and Kitchen in 2017.
Early in the process, she contacted city hall’s One Stop Shop
(www.readingpa.gov), which helped her explore the feasibility

• Reach Out. Talk to other people—even your family
and friends—to see if there is a need for the service or
product you are interested in pursuing. Jessica Weixler
talked to established local business owners in order
to learn about their experiences in the restaurant/cafe
business. Henriette Alban suggests, “Find a few people
older than you but more or less on your wave length
whom you can talk to about your ideas and
your business.”
Other resources that provide guidance for new business
owners, including information, education, and
consulting, are as follows:
Entrepreneur Connection (EC): A place where people
grow their business and hone their skill sets; affiliated
with the Kauffman Fast Trac, a course for exploring your
business idea
One-Stop Shop through City Hall (www.readingpa.gov)
or through the state (www.business.pa.gov)
Greater Reading Chamber Alliance (GRCA)
Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA)
Small Business Development Center at
Kutztown University (SBDC)
Small Business Resource Association (SBRA): a new,
local organization that supports local business owners
Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE)

Continued on page 12
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Like A Boss continued
of her project before moving forward. The Small Business
Learning Center provided her with “consultation, guidance on
writing a business plan, and market research that was specific to
what I was planning to do.”
The Greater Reading Chamber Alliance (GRCA) also provided
support by checking in periodically, promoting social media
and attending their special events. She found that “breaking
everything down into smaller steps and persevering through
each step” helped her to realize a dream toward “being part of
a creative venture that contributed to a sense of community in
downtown Reading.”
RITA FREDERICKS believes that tenacity is a crucial quality
for business ownership. After working for 37 years in the
insurance industry, Rita retired and began anew, using her
wealth of experience to start business ventures such as Dream
Investors LLC, It Works, and Rita’s 1st Class Travel Agency,
among others. There is no doubt that tenacity played a major
role in her business endeavors. Rita also believes that courage,
determination, and being a risk taker are often present in
entrepreneurial pursuits. She also noted that creativity, focus,
flexibility and a passion for learning are favorable characteristics
for small business owners, noting that if these traits don’t come
naturally to someone, they can be acquired.
HENRIETTE ALBAN, DO (Doctor of Naturopathy), the
owner of Living in Balance (www.henriettealban.com) for
over 20 years, and whose work focuses on “releasing limiting
beliefs in body, mind and spirit,” certainly exemplifies the
entrepreneurial spirit. She recalled that in the early stages
of creating her own business, even though she had a lack of
experience and often jumped in with both feet, she knew that
“trusting my own strength, deep research, and holding to high
standards would lead me to the right people and circumstances
to move my venture forward. While it was a huge learning
curve, it also provided a rich ground for personal growth
and expansion. That is always—to me—the most important
outcome of all that I undertake in my life. I wanted something
that didn’t exist in this form yet, and such endeavors tend
ultimately to be more challenging.” 2
Written by: Kelly Hancock

LOCAL
BUSINESS
OWNERS
Terri Stroble
Work/Life Balance:
I try to not lose sight of who I am
and what means the most to me—
to stay balanced.
Maggie Mirenda
Persistence is Key:
It took me 2-3 years of persistence
to make a ‘name for myself ’ in the
surrounding communities to
Exeter Township.
Henriette Alban
Look Inwards:
Trust your gut, listen deep within. A little
fear is okay, serious dread reminds you
that there are a few obstacles inside that
probably keep you from seeing clearly.
Jean Henshaw On Flexibility:
You need to keep abreast of changes in your industry, learn new
skills and technologies and be willing to change your business’
focus entirely, if needed. If you need to quit your business to go
back to work for an employer after starting, don’t despair. You can
always start it up later or work it part-time.
Jessica Weixler
On Determination:
There were times that were super exciting
and times that were scary but ultimately
I had a vision and I kept my focus on
getting there.
Rita Fredericks
On Growth:
Get out of the office and off the
computer—go into the real world to build
relationships. You can’t expect to grow if
you’re unwilling to change.
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FOSTER CARE & ADOPTION

Customers Bank is
about opportunity.

INFO NIGHT
FIR S T WED NE S DAY O F T H E M O N T H

The opportunity for businesses
to have access to capital.
The opportunity for individuals
to save for their dreams.
And the opportunity for our team
members to grow in a job for which
they have passion.

ALL TYPES OF

KIDS IN NEED

FOR ALL TYPES
OF FAMILIES!

Call now to learn more about
Foster Care or Adoption!

610.478.8266 ext. 491

BILINGUAL SERVICES AVAILABLE

1010 Centre Avenue, Reading

www.buildingkidslives.org

We are proud of Wendy Sharetts who
discovered her passion well after many people
would consider venturing off to law school.
Customers Bank is grateful to have Wendy
on our team, embracing the opportunity
to practice law and live her dream every
day. Congratulations to Wendy and all of the
women featured in this special edition.

Bring your dreams and passions
to Customers Bank.

Let us help you live them.

customersbank.com
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WOMAN2KNOW

Meet

ALISON SNYDER:

Member of W2W Council,
Director of Personnel, East Penn Manufacturing

Q: What has led you to your current
career path?
A: Directly after college, I was like many people who are not

quite sure what they wanted to do with their career moving
into the future. I attended Penn State University, majored
in telecommunications and really thought I would end up
working at a public relations firm or a television station.
Fortunately, I had some amazing internship experiences with
WGAL-TV in Lancaster and also the BBC in London. After
graduation, the job market was very competitive and tough
in the broadcasting arena. Through fate and a connection
my father had, I was lucky to land a job with East Penn
Manufacturing, where I used my video editing and writing
skills and started my career in the training department. If you
would’ve asked me after my first day on the job if I would
be at East Penn Manufacturing 31 years later, the answer
would’ve been a strong no. Today, I can’t imagine my career
being anywhere else. Because the company invested time and
energy in my professional development, I worked with some
amazing mentors and inspiring leaders. Fortunately, I was
given many opportunities to utilize my education, enhance
my education (get my MBA via tuition reimbursement), and
grow into my current role as Director of Personnel. There is
not a day that goes by that I am not thankful that I was able
to learn and be inspired so deeply by DeLight Breidegam, a
true American success story.
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Q: Would you wish to acknowledge a
mentor or friend who helped you
aspire to this point in your life’s
journey, and why?
A: I have had many incredible mentors throughout my career

who shared their time, their passion, and their wisdom with
me in a tireless fashion. First, as mentioned earlier, I learned
so much from DeLight Breidegam. DeLight was 18 years old
when he started East Penn at a little creamery in Bowers, PA.
DeLight believed in his dream and worked very hard to grow
the business and always remembered to treat every person,
no matter what their position was in the organization, with
compassion and respect. It was not unusual for DeLight to
regularly check in with people at work and ask how they were
doing and take a genuine interest in their whole well-being.
DeLight had a classmate from Kutztown high school, Bob
Smith, who was a business professor at the University of
Notre Dame in Maryland. Bob spent countless hours with
me, very early in my career, teaching me the value of getting
the opinions of employees and to develop an expert skill level
of listening. Based on his advice and coaching, I learned to
lead focus groups and conduct investigations while keeping an
open mind and always remembering that there are two sides
to every story. Lastly, I have to be one of the most fortunate
people in the world to be blessed with having strong,
committed, loving and smart parents. Both of my parents had
lifelong careers in the education system and worked very hard
to teach me to put other people’s needs before my own and to
use my skills and abilities to help others as much as possible.
Giving back to other people is something that’s been instilled

in me by my parents from a very young age and has inspired
me to do all I can to help in the community. My mother
fought brain cancer for 4 years and never once complained or
asked why me? She was a courageous woman who made every
child she taught feel important and valued. My dad is 81 and
still coaching High School boy’s swimming (a program he
started in 1964 at Wilson High School) and has the energy
and enthusiasm of a person half his age. I am inspired and in
awe of him and his commitment to his passion every day.

Q: What is the most valuable way
women can support each other?
A: I truly feel that women can help each other most by lifting

each other up as much as possible and not tearing each other
down. I interact with many people who don’t give themselves
enough credit for all the wonderful things that they do.
Sometimes it takes a friend to remind you how special you
are. Just a note, a text, or a chat on the phone is all it takes
to help support someone. At the end of the day when I’m
in bed, I often try to reflect if I was able to do at least one
thing to make someone smile or brighten their day. The Dale
Carnegie mantra of do not “condemn, criticize or complain”
is something I try to remind myself of frequently (and it

Dr. Natalie Parisi

Making a Difference
One

Fantastic Smile
at a Time

is very hard to do sometimes!). It’s the little things that
sometimes can make a big difference in your own life and
someone else’s life.

Q: What is your favorite mantra, favorite
saying or words that keep you
grounded?
A: I have 2 signs hanging in my office, one that says “attitude is
everything,” and the second came from a wise man who once
told me, “don’t go through it, grow through it.” I work with
many people going through tough times in their lives and do
my best to help people remember that life is like your heart
beat, there will be up times and down times, but through it
all, we know we are alive…just like the rhythm of the heart!
How a person recovers from a bump in the road and the
attitude they use to face adversity, ultimately defines us. 2

Compiled by Sara Frassinelli,
Greater Reading Chamber Alliance

LOOKING for your
Dream Home?
Call Lisa Tiger.
When you are ready
to buy or sell:
Team up with the Tiger!

Voted Best
Orthodontist:

610.374.4097 • FantasticSmiles.com
W YOMIS SING
1268 Penn Avenue

DOUGLASSVILLE

1204 Benjamin Franklin Highway West

POT TSTOWN

900 Heritage Drive
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LAWYER,

LATER
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W

endy Sharetts
is currently
in the legal
department at Customers
Bank. After spending
time in other industries,
including banking, Wendy
decided to fulfill her
passion of becoming an
attorney, something she
dreamed of doing since
childhood. This is her
story, a true inspiration
and a testament to the
reality, life is too short to
not follow your dreams and desires.

Q: How did your family and friends
react to your decision?
A: The reaction of others ranged from stunned silence to

amazement to attempts to dissuade me. But what was most
interesting, and most reassuring to me that I was on the
right path, was the calm peace that I had throughout the
application process. I knew every step of the journey ahead
was unknown and all I needed to do was continue walking
in faith. My father, my daughters, and close friends were my
biggest cheerleaders and believed in me when I did not have
the strength to believe in myself.

Q: Taking three years to become a fulltime student is a risk; was there a
time you doubted your decision?
A: Throughout all three years, I was faced with major life events

Q: What lead you to law school after
many years in other fields?
A: For as long as I can remember, the only thing I had ever

wanted to be was a lawyer. However, life presented other
opportunities and challenges and instead I became a teacher,
a research home economist for the Clorox Corporation,
and an executive business manager for an oil and gas equity
investment firm. But my desire to become a voice for others
never left me and I developed a plan to begin law school
when both of my daughters had graduated from high school.

Then, these four words changed my life: “I want a divorce.”
Survival as a single mother became my goal and law school
was out of the picture. The legal battle that ensued lasted
almost three years. My determination to learn about the law
and the legal process only intensified. I knew that one day
I would use what I learned in the despair of divorce to help
other people. I enrolled in a paralegal certificate program at
the University of Houston and continued to learn about
the law.
When I returned to Berks County, I was fortunate to secure
a position as the paralegal to the General Counsel of a local
bank. It was a wonderful opportunity to learn transactional
law and fueled my desire to continue learning. I had been in
the position about four years when one day, driving to the
bank, I realized I needed to know if I could have gone to law
school. It was a very clear, calm question that went through
my thoughts, and in that instant, I knew I was ready to take
a leap of faith and discover the answer.

every semester. In those moments, the decision to persevere
and the determination to walk in faith slowly changed who I
was and who I would one day become. The hardest decision I
had to make in law school was last December. My mother was
dying while I was studying for finals, and I truly doubted if I
was going to be able to finish the semester. Ultimately, I chose
to remain and take the exams, honoring my mother’s legacy
of never giving up.

Q: You opted to live in a dorm rather
than an apartment; what that
was like?
A: I loved seeing the reactions of people when they learned not

only was I in law school, but that I was living in a dorm!
Fortunately, I did not have a roommate but the kitchen and
the bathroom were community facilities at the end of the
hall. It took a few days to remember all the things I needed
to carry back and forth with me, but I developed a routine
quickly. Living in the dorm also made me very grateful for so
many things I had previously taken for granted. Whenever I
had a chance to come back to my house during the semester,
I realized how much easier a toothbrush holder could make
your life!

Q: Any amusing anecdotes that
occurred during your three years
on campus?
A: On day one of orientation my first year in law school, the

opening lecture was to be held in the courtroom on campus.
The room had stadium seating and most of the students were
Continued on page 18
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LENDAHAND
already there when I entered the room. Every head turned
and it was obvious they thought I was the professor who
was going to deliver the presentation. You can imagine their
surprise when I took a seat at the end of a row rather than
walking to the podium. That is how we all first met.

Giving back to the community in which you
live is crucial. Discover current volunteer
opportunities and other ways to help.

Q: Finally, what are your plans as you
embark on an exciting new career?
A: I am very fortunate to now be a part of the legal department

at Customers Bank. It is a wonderful experience to work
with this group of dedicated, passionate professionals who
are sincere, caring, and excellent teachers. I am also excited
about continuing to serve on the board of Hannah’s Hope
Ministries, assisting homeless women and children in Berks
County, and discovering additional volunteer opportunities in
the community aiding the elderly. Attending law school made
me realize it is never too late to pursue passion and purpose
in life and I am grateful for every step of my leap of faith
journey. I cannot wait to keep walking and learning! 2

Compiled by Karen Marsdale,
Greater Reading Chamber Alliance

WISH LIST
- Legos
- MP3 players with earbuds
- Portable CD players w/aux port
- CDs (no parental warnings) such as NOW! CDs
- Walmart or Target Gift Cards
- Headphones or Ear Buds
- Men’s & Women’s Hygiene products (no aerosols)
- Feminine Hygiene Products
- Art & Craft Supplies
- AC Moore or Michael’s Gift Cards
- Fast Food or Restaurant Gift Cards
- Socks (Men’s & Women’s size Small-XL)
- Blow Dryers/Curling Irons/Flat Irons
- Nail Polish & Nail Care sets/Supplies
- Fidget Spinners & Stress Balls
- DVD Movies (rated G/PG/PG13)
or Movie Theater Gift Cards
- Sports Team T-Shirts (size Men’s & Women’s S-2XL)
- Board games and card games for teenagers
- Hats (baseball and beanies)
- Hairbrushes, Combs & Picks
- Basketballs, Soccer Balls, Footballs, Dodge Balls
- Baseball Gloves
- Painting Canvases, Paints, Brushes, etc.

Be Balanced
BeBalanced owner Linda Barilani proudly tells everyone, “This is the most rewarding job. I watch
people transform their lives while losing weight and they feel fabulous.”
BeBalanced is an all-natural, homeopathic approach to balancing your hormones to alleviate
hot flashes, night sweats, insomnia, anxiety, low libido and much more all while shedding
stubborn pounds at any age!
“We see many people discontinue medications due to better health from doing the program,
We had a husband dropped by to say “Thank you for giving me my wife back!” A fibromyalgia
client was on three pain medications and is now off all of them!” This program is amazing!
Consider these Testimonials…
“It’s easy! It helped with hot flashes, and gave me more energy; I stopped taking depression
medication. Overall, I feel healthier and have more self-esteem,” Lorri
“I have no more bloating, painful joints, and headaches, plus I have increased energy and
I lost weight,” Cynthia
Broadcasting Rd., Village Sq. | Wyomissing | 610.750.5158 | www.bebalancedcenter.com

BERKSCOUNT YLIVING.COM
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T

he Children’s Home of Reading is looking for Holiday
Gift Sponsors for kids’ gifts and Holiday Parties (yes,
even after Christmas). We are also in need of volunteers
for Holiday gift sorting, clerical work, marketing, cleaning and
organizing. Our wish list continues to grow, but the most needed
items include hygiene products, socks and underwear and Legos.
All 15 of our programs utilize Legos and it really helps children
build social competence. Below is a partial Wish List as well as a
link to our Amazon Wish List. https://www.amazon.com/hz/
wishlist/ls/S86E644PTZXF/ref=cm_go_nav_hz
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GROW • CONNECT •

Receiving an extra copy of W2W,
or finished reading yours?

Pass It Along!
Make an impact in another’s life by
sharing the inspiration with other
women in your life who may not
already be receiving a copy.

LEAD

2
WOMEN2WOMEN

MAGAZINE

I

nspirational guru Jen Sincero asserts, “Try new things, step
out of your comfort zone, take risks, do things in ways you’ve
never done them before, ask for help, surround yourself
with self-actualized people, become obsessed with the fact that
you have one go-around this planet as the you that is you.” This
spring, I’m taking Jen’s advice by producing and directing the
first-ever LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER production in Berks
County, and I need your help.
LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER is a national series of original
live ninety-minute readings giving voice to motherhood in all
of its complexity, diversity, and humor. Local authors, actors,
mothers, fathers, kids (really anybody with something to say
about motherhood) tell true stories about motherhood—being a
mom, having a mom, losing a mom, finding a mom—as many
interpretations on the theme of mothering as you can imagine.
From hilarious and heartwarming, to emotionally intense and
profound, LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER entertains, energizes,
brings community together and leaves everyone feeling a little less
alone and a little more understood. That’s the goal.
My LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER story started two years
ago in anticipation of my debut novel, What The Valley Knows’,
publication. I auditioned for the Baltimore LTYM, thinking it
would be a great way to build my reading audience, but it was
so much more. The whole experience—from auditioning to
rehearsing to ultimately reading my essay in front of hundreds
of people—was life affirming and filled my creative tank. With
the final curtain call, I knew I wanted to share this wonderful
experience and felt compelled to bring the show to my
hometown. Berks County is a hotbed of smart, creative people.
So, together with my mother, Suzanne Christie who will be
my Creative Director, and my daughter, Cali Christie Snyder
who will tackle the role of Technical Director, I have secured
the theatrical license for the Greater Berks Area. The inaugural
LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER GREATER BERKS production

is slated for Saturday, May 11, 2019, 7 pm at the Wilson High
School Auditorium, West Lawn, PA. A portion of the ticket sales
will raise money for Women2Women Lean In Scholarships.
I need YOU! Calling all writers, bloggers, poets, actors, and
people with something to say about motherhood! So how to
get involved?
 AUDITION. Write a personal essay and actually audition.
Auditions will be held Saturday, January 26 and Tuesday,
February 5. Here’s the link to reserve your audition spot:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0C4EA4A62CA3F94listen. Again, anyone can audition. The twelve cast members
will be announced February 9, 2019.
 SPONSOR. Buy an ad in the program or be a patron. Or
donate refreshments for the post-show reception. Or trade
your services (we still need a videographer). There are tons of
perks for our sponsors!
 VOLUNTEER. Be a show day volunteer. We need ushers and
stage crew. Help sell tickets!
 SPREAD THE WORD. Share the audition and show
information on social media. Contact anybody you know in
the press. Tell our friends.
 BUY TICKETS! Truly, the show is an extraordinary
experience unlike any theater you’ve ever attended.
LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER GREATER BERKS is giving
motherhood a microphone. The tradition starts this year.
I hope you’ll be a part of it! 2
Written by: Heather Christie
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WOMEN AROUND TOWN
LAUNCH 2018-2019
Over 250 women came together
to celebrate the launch of the
2018-2019 Women2Women
program year!

The Launch featured best selling
author Janice Kaplan who reminded
us that we make our own luck
through working hard and positively
positioning ourselves in our lives. If
you weren’t able to attend, grab a
copy of her book “How Luck Happens”
to proactively bring more luck into
your life!

Photos by
Zerbe Photography
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Zerbe Photography
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Women2Women

In September, women were inspired
by Elizabeth Kase, as she shared her
life experience of triumphing after a
life-changing disability.
How are YOU inspiring?

In November, women learned the attributes of
an ATHENA leader from Julie Knight.
How are YOU a leader?
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De Mujer a Mujer
New for 2018-2019 is our professional development series, offered every other month,
with our inspirational speakers. Over 80 women attended our most recent speaker’s
presentation and the response to our professional development series has been an
outstanding “This is what we need!”

by Inoda Santana

by Norma Tamayo
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ASKED&ANSWERED

W

hat did you aspire to be
when you “grew up” and
did you follow that path?

Jennifer Reichenbach: Photographer! I followed that path
because I take pictures of my kids all the time but am no
professional. Became a registered nurse.
Robin Taney: I wanted to be a doctor, became a reflexologist.
Kathleen Harris Brantman: I went off to school in NYC to be an

actress in theater. I did it for a few years but ended up doing a lot
of other jobs (writer, bartender, factory supervisor, vintage clothing
seller). I am currently in the final stages of starting a pasture raised
animal cooking fats manufacturing business.

Melissa Harris: I always wanted to be a teacher and did follow

that path. What was unexpected for me was to retire after 25 years
(at Wilson) to be a potter! I would not have predicted how much
I love clay.

Jenny Dillow-Bashore: I wanted to be a teacher for as long as I

can remember and taught high school biology for 7 years. Now,
I started my own business as a holistic health coach and also teach
dance. I love helping others live their best life.

Joanne Schultz: I always liked clothes and style. Wanted to be

in fashion or modeling. But at 5 ft that didn’t really work. I was
always creative and enjoyed watching my Grandma sew. Now I’m a
seamstress/designer. Creating garments and altering just like
my grandmother did.
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Regina Rinehimer: I wanted to be an attorney. Loved history and
learning about laws and how they work in everyday life. Never
made it down that professional path for various reasons. Guess
that I ended up where I was supposed to be all along. Love my
profession of helping others with financial matters.
Beth Consugar: I wanted to be a writer and an actor. No matter

what else came along in life, that is what I wanted (and still do!). I
did not pursue either one until more recently. I write, but that isn’t
a full-time job for me. I never pursued acting but may do so in
the future.

Kami Kiritsis: Four things! Teacher, veterinarian, park ranger and

dancer. I now own my own mobile paddle board business. I get to
be outside half the year teaching paddling and yoga on the boards
surrounded by nature. Being a small, local business allows me
to directly support organizations in my community that provide
services to causes I am passionate about such as animal shelters,
parks and outdoor recreation.
Follow us on social media to answer the questions each quarter
and you could be featured in the next edition!
Facebook @BerksWomen2Women
Instagram @berksW2W

610.750.7891 ReadingDerm.com

484-709-1177 EleganceDermaSpa.com

3317 Penn Avenue West Lawn

LEADERS

in Adult Education
Earn Your Bachelor’s & Master’s Degrees
Flexible, convenient and affordable
alvernia.edu/gradandadult
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Grandparents
as Parents

The New Grandparent
Custody Laws in PA
Years ago, it was unusual for a grandparent to have custody of
their grandchildren. Every now and then, you would hear about
a child being raised by Granny and Gramps. But, for the most
part, grandparents enjoyed the role of spoiling the grandkids
while leaving Mom and Dad to the difficult task of parenting.
Today, with the increasing rise in the heroin and opioid crisis, it
is becoming more necessary for grandparents and third parties
to step into the role of caretaker to ensure the heath, well-being,
and safety of minor children is protected. In Pennsylvania,
over 90,000 grandparents are responsible as caretakers for their
grandchildren. There are approximately 230,000 children under
the age of 18 living with a grandparent or other relative.
In the past, grandparents and great-grandparents had the ability
to file for visitation or custody of minor children if “the parents of
the child have been separated for a period of at least six months
or have commenced and continued a proceeding to dissolve their
marriage.” However, in 2016, the case of D.P. v. G.J.P., 146 A.3d
204 (Pa. 2016), severely limited that scope when it struck down
the portion of the law stating, “the parents of the child have been
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separated for a period of at least six months.” Under the edited
section, grandparents could file if a divorce had been commenced
between the parents but otherwise did not have standing. This not
only limited grandparents but also raised several equal protection
arguments regarding the parental rights of children born in
wedlock versus those born out of wedlock.
In response to the heroin epidemic, as well as the change in the
statutory language from D.P. v. G.J.P. in 2016, Governor Tom
Wolf signed a bill into law on May 4, 2018 that expanded the
rights of not only grandparents but also other third parties to
file for custody of minor children. Now, grandparents and other
parties can file for custody “where the relationship with the child
began either with the consent of a parent of the child or under a
court order and where the parents of the child: have commenced
a proceeding for custody; and do not agree as to whether the
grandparents or great-grandparents should have custody under
this section.” The triggering court event in the new law is the
initiation of a custody action rather than a divorce case.
In addition, other third parties can file for custody of a minor

child if they establish “by clear and convincing evidence” that
they have “assumed or [are] willing to assume responsibility for
the child. The individual has a sustained, substantial and sincere
interest in the welfare of the child. In determining whether the
individual meets the requirements of this subparagraph, the court
may consider, among other factors, the nature, quality, extent
and length of the involvement by the individual in the child’s life.
Neither parent has any form of care and control of the child.”
Under this law, the uncle, cousin or even neighbor may now
petition for custody if they meet the statutory requirements.
It is important to remember that this new law only applies to the
issue of standing in a custody case, that is, getting a foot in the
courtroom to be heard. Once a grandparent or third party can be
heard, the court then must weigh what is in the best interest of
the minor child for a custody determination based upon statutory
factors. Hopefully, the statute is effective in promoting more
opportunities for stability to the children of Pennsylvania.

OPEN ALL WINTER

s h o p o u r h o u s e pl a nt s & g i f t s .

Lauren M. Marks, Esquire, of Palange, Endres & Marks, P.C.
specializes in family and criminal law. Lauren is frequently
appointed by the courts in highly litigious custody cases to act as
a Guardian ad Litem for minor children. 2
Written by: Lauren M. Marks, Esquire
Palange, Endres & Marks, P.C.

Orchids,

AIR PL ANTS

New name
Same commitment
1623 Morgantown Road
Reading, PA 19607
610.796.6000
encompasshealth.com/readingrehab
©2018:Encompass Health Corporation:1371893

SUCCULENTS, CACTI

& More

3049 Pricetown Rd. (Rt.12) Temple, PA
(610) 929-5049
gardensandgifts.com
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LATINO LIFE

Latino Millennials:

STRIVING TO BE BETTER
Baby boomers, generation x, millennials,
and generation z are all names of various
generations ranging from the 1940s
to 2018. Generations tend to have a
range between 15-18 years and each
has their own stigmas around them,
strengths, weaknesses, and innovative
ideas. Throughout those age ranges exist
technological advances, political changes,
world wars, changes in music and
fashion, and much more.
For Latino millennials, generational
similarities and differences vary greatly.
“Differences across generations and the
youngest and oldest within a commonly
defined cohort may feel more in common
with bordering generations than the one to
which they are assigned. This is a reminder
that generations themselves are inherently
diverse and complex groups, not simple
caricatures.” (Pew Research, “Defining
generations: Where Millennials end and
post-Millennials begin.”)
Depending on whether a person lies on
the younger, middle, or older age range
of a generation is a contributing factor to
them resonating more with the previous
or upcoming generation. For example,
younger millennials may resonate more
with the gen-z generation while an older
millennial may relate more to the gen-x
generation.
Maria Zabala, who is 33 years old
and works for the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, feels she has an old-school
mindset, however, sees the differences
between her and previous generations.
“There’s a difference between me and
my parents. My goal is not to stay in the
position I’m in. Back in the day, more
people stayed in the position they were at,”

Lisa De La Cruz
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While there are differences between younger and older Latinos,
changes in technology, political policies, and other social or
economic factors, Latino millennials are a generation of changeagents and people who strive to create better circumstances for
themselves, their families, and upcoming generations. 2
Written by:
Raquel J. Capellan

COUNSELING AND COACHING

COUNSELING AND COACHING

READING/WYOMISSING

READING/WYOMISSING
Career Counseling
Maria Zabala
Maria said.

Depression
Counseling
| Anxiety Counseling
Van Reed Office
Center
thriveworks.com/reading-counseling
2208 Quarry Drive, Suite 200

Reading, PA 19609
Van Reed
Office Center
2208 Quarry Drive, Suite 200
Reading, PA 19609

610-563-2052

thriveworks.com/reading-counseling

610-563-2052

She said that in reference to millennials switching careers more
often than previous generations have and feels that older Latinos
should form an opinion about younger generations after engaging
in conversation with them rather than have a fixed mindset or
opinion about them.
Overall, the consistent trend seems to be that older Latino
generations have a negative stigma towards younger generations,
which is where some resistance on behalf of the younger
generation stems from. According to local Community Educator
and multi-media content creator Lisa de la Cruz, millennials,
regardless of race or ethnicity, deal with not being taken seriously.
“Being on the cusp of so much newness because we are in the
state of social media and there are careers now that would’ve never
existed. It’s like we’re [millennials] on the frontier of the newness,
so people don’t take you seriously or don’t believe you actually get
something done until you show them,” Lisa said.
Lisa and Maria are two strong community leaders in the city
of Reading, PA and are great examples of two young women
working towards positive changes in their community. “I want to
be visible in the city so that people feel like they can identify with
me. As far as long-term goals, I want to keep evolving and keep
growing,” Lisa said. She is currently working on strengthening
and building consistency with her blog and podcast, The Wonder
of Ivy. Maria, an executive board member of Save our InnerCity Lives, a co-working space located in Reading, PA, strives to
advocate for her community and encourages younger millennials
to be grateful and live life in the moment.
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ON THE CALENDAR
ROSA PARRA –
ONLY TAKE ONE COOKIE

Date: Thursday, January 10, 2019
Time: 5:30pm-7:00pm
Location: Penn State Health St.
Joseph Medical Center (2nd Floor,
Franciscan Rooms)
Cost: Free to attend (registration
required at berkswomen2women.
com)

Join us for our annual crossover event
bringing all our women attendees
together! This night will be a great
networking opportunity as well as a
chance to hear an inspirational speaker!
Rosa was taught to go unnoticed. Don’t
draw attention to yourself; be quiet;
what you’re doing will result in monthly
debt; don’t show cleavage; red lipstick is
for floozies; only take one cookie. You have a husband, a house,
and a car; what more could you want? Join Rosa as she shares her
story, and we’ll all have that second cookie! Rosa Parra is a creative
leader with extensive experience educating the community and
embracing the cultural diversity by bridging the Anglo and Latino
community with a monthly bilingual magazine, Palo.
COURTNEY COFFMAN –
WALKING THE TIGHTROPE:
ASSERTIVE VS AGGRESSIVE

Date: Thursday, February 7, 2019
Location: Crowne Plaza Reading
Time: 11:30am – 1:00pm
Cost: $25/person (includes lunch)

Courtney is Vice President, Finance and
Chief Financial Officer at Penn State
Health St. Joseph, a mother and a millennial. She is a Healthcare
Executive whose journey from Big 4 Accounting to the hospital
C-Suite was as unconventional as it was accelerated. Her path was
paved with risks, hard work, and a lot of “Sure, I can do that.”
Hear her experiences and recommendations on being assertive
without being perceived as aggressive in the workplace (a topic
that we have been asked for over, and over, again!).
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DE MUJER A MUJER TOOLS FOR YOUR TOOLBOX:
DRESSING FOR SUCCESS LEADS
TO SUCCESS!

Date: Thursday, February 21, 2019
Location: Crowne Plaza Reading
Time: 5:30pm-7:00pm
Cost: Free to attend (registration
required at berkswomen2women.
com – admission to Caliente included)

Your skills and expertise are only as
strong as your ability to sell them to
an employer. Knowing how to present
yourself, both on paper and in person,
can make you an attractive potential
employee. Learn the difference and the
importance of how to dress to leave a
positive impact on not only your employer but those you come
across every day. You never know whose eye you will catch and
what opportunities may await you just based off your dress.

VICKI FLOYD CLARK –
THE 11 COMMANDMENTS OF
WILDLY SUCCESSFUL WOMEN

Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2019
Location: Inn at Reading
Time: 12:00pm – 1:30pm
Cost: $30/person (includes lunch)

Learn how to create your own definition
of success—and achieve it! The Eleven
Commandments of Wildly Successful Women identifies attitudes
and strategies that are crucial to a woman’s success in all areas
of life, however she may define it. This session offers 11 areas of
focus for women at all ages and stages of life.
Women2Women has partnered with Junior League of Reading,
Girls on the Run Berks County and VoiceUP to bring this
amazing woman to Berks County! Vicki will be spending three
days with us speaking to small to large groups including our
nonprofit organization partners on a variety of topics.
Vicki Floyd Clark has devoted the past 30 years of her life to
building capacity in organizations and inspiring community
and business leaders. A noted speaker, facilitator, consultant and
trainer, she has extensive experience in the nonprofit, government
and private sectors. Her work includes numerous specialty
areas; board development, inclusion and diversity, leadership
development, strategic planning, project planning, membership
engagement, volunteer resource development, and effective
communication.
Each year she speaks to thousands of community and business
leaders and has made presentations in 49 of the 50 United States.
Her international experience includes engagements in England,
Russia, Canada and Venezuela.
Clark was trained by Dr. Peter F. Drucker and was a member of
Dr. Drucker’s training and consultation team. She is a Senior
Governance Consultant for BoardSource. She has been a guest
lecturer at University of California, Berkeley, Haas School of
Business, University of Texas, San Antonio, Texarkana College
and the University of Houston and the Memphis
Theological Seminary.

Event Partners:

SAVE THE DATE!

2

GROW CONNECT LEAD

SPRING RENEWAL EXPO &
ATHENA AWARD CEREMONY
Tuesday, April 30, 2019
Crowne Plaza

The ATHENA® Leadership Award
is presented to a woman who is
honored for professional excellence,
community service and for actively
assisting women in their attainment
of professional excellence and
leadership skills.
Left: 2018 ATHENA recipient:
Toni Miller, Boscov’s Inc.
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Are you

S.A.D.?

It’s that time of year again.
Every fall and winter, millions of Americans experience a type of
depression called Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). Women are
four times more likely to experience SAD than men, and while
some people may experience SAD in the spring and summer,
most people impacted by SAD experience depressive symptoms
during the colder months and go into remission in the spring.
As a type of depression, many SAD symptoms mirror those of
major depression. SAD is not considered a separate disorder.
People who are diagnosed with SAD have experienced this
depression during the same season for at least two years.
Symptoms of depression include hopelessness, sadness, anxiety,
irritability, changes in sleep patterns and appetite, agitation,
difficulty concentrating, and having thoughts of death or suicide.
In addition to these symptoms of depression, symptoms specific
to SAD in the fall and wintertime include low energy, particularly
in the daytime; sleeping more than usual; overeating; craving
carbohydrates; weight gain; staying home to avoid socialization;
and lacking interest in activities that are usually of interest.
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“It is important for people to seek professional medical care for
SAD, because just like other forms of depression, there are things
that can be done to treat their disorder,” says Lisa Gallagher, DO,
Family Medicine - Tower Health Medical Group in Elverson, Pa.
“These symptoms often interfere with a person’s day-to-day life,
so it is important for them to talk to their physician. Whether it is
seasonal or non-seasonal depression, they can get the help
they need.”
People who live farther from the equator are more at risk of
developing SAD than those closer to the equator. For example,
researchers found that 9.2 percent of people who participated in
a study in Fairbanks, Alaska, experience SAD in the wintertime.
That percentage is much higher than areas of the United States
that are closer to the equator. Research also shows that people
with a family history of depression are more likely to have
SAD, and people with depression or bipolar disorder may have
increased symptoms during winter months.
While the exact causes of SAD are not known, researchers believe
it may be caused by changes in sunlight. If a person is sensitive

to changes in light, reduced sunlight may affect the brain’s
neurotransmitters, the chemicals in the brain that control moods.
SAD often begins when the person is between ages 18 and 30.

your physician. Trialing of different agents may be needed to
individualize treatment to the patient while minimizing any
possible side effects.

According to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH),
research offers some biological clues on what causes SAD. For
example, people with SAD may have trouble regulating serotonin,
one of the key neurotransmitters involved in mood. The NIMH
notes that people with SAD also may overproduce the hormone
melatonin, which regulates sleep. The body produces more
melatonin in darkness, so in the winter when there are less
hours of sunlight, some people’s bodies may produce too much
melatonin, prompting them to have less energy and want to
sleep more. Additionally, the NIMH notes that people with SAD
may produce less Vitamin D, which is believed to play a role in
serotonin activity. A Vitamin D deficiency may lead to depression.

For those patients that have mild to moderate symptoms, light
therapy alone may be considered as a second line or alternative
treatment. Generally, this is not a consideration for patients with
severe symptoms as the recommendation is for those patients
is to start with antidepressants with or without light therapy.
Most studies have shown that about 60% of patients will have
improvement of symptoms of SAD with the use of artificial bright
white light. Most patients will be treated with commercial light
boxes that have florescent lights with light dispersion and screens
to filter out ultraviolet rays.

“We may not know exactly what causes SAD, but we do know
that people who are experiencing SAD don’t need to suffer,”
says Gallagher. “Their physician and counselor can provide
professional treatment, and their family and friends can provide
emotional support. Together, we can help improve the person’s
well-being and quality of life through their challenging months.”

Psychotherapy with cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is
considered a third line treatment after the above has been trialed
without full resolution of symptoms. Additionally CBT may be
combined with other treatments.
If you suffer from seasonal affective disorder, be encouraged that
symptoms can be managed with a number of treatments that can
be individualized to maximize results and minimize side effects.
2

Prevention of SAD revolves around treatment. The main
treatment categories include antidepressants, light therapy, and

psychotherapy. Additionally there are adjective therapies including
sleep hygiene, daily walks outside, aerobic exercise, enhanced
indoor lighting with regular lamps/fixtures and dawn simulation
that will help when symptoms first appear but also help to prevent
the symptoms from returning.
Antidepressants alone or in combination with light therapy
is considered the recommended first line treatment for SAD.
Treatment with a Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor (SSRI)
is recommended, consistent with the treatment of unipolar
major depression. Bupropion has been suggested as an initial
first choice because its side effect profile does not include weight
gain and sexual dysfunction that can sometimes be demonstrated
with other SSRI use. SSRI choice should be discussed with

Dr. Ventuzelo

Dr. Zimmerman Dr. Gallagher

Article Contributors:
Jillian Ventuzelo, D.O., Lisa A. Zimmerman, D.O.,
Penn State Health, St. Joseph Medical Group
Lisa Gallagher, DO, Reading Hospital Tower Health
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6 WAYS to Combat Seasonal
Affective Disorder

2. DIET
1. EXERCISE REGULARLY

Exercise is an important lifestyle
component whether we are discussing
SAD or simply general health. It is
important to get 30 minutes of exercise
3-5 times a week. Joining a gym where
there is a group fitness schedule is a
great way to be held accountable. If
going to the gym is not your cup of
tea, try a local running group, or yoga.
All these options have a schedule and
designated times to exercise which will
encourage you to exercise regularly
and have fun while you are
getting healthy.

Again, although we are discussing diet
in relation to SAD it is an important
component in overall health. It is best
to create a schedule and plan ahead
when discussing diet. Choose foods
that are nutrient dense and provide
energy for your day. It is best to avoid
processed foods and excess sugar
which provide little nutritional value
and do not provide adequate energy.

4. GO OUTSIDE

3. LIMIT SLEEP TO 8 HOURS

Creating a consistent sleep time and
wake time allows your body to have
a predicted rhythm. Over sleeping
and fluctuating sleep/wake cycles can
increase your body’s overall melatonin
which can intensify the overall
symptoms of SAD.
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SAD is associated with the decreased
sunlight a person’s body is exposed to
in the colder months. It is associated
with the shortened days and limited
sunlight available. It is important to
take advantage of the daylight we
are provided with. Bundle up and go
outside. You will find that when dressed
appropriately, taking a walk on a chilly
January morning is energizing and
quite beautiful.

ASK THE DOCTOR

Left untreated, glaucoma is one of the leading
causes of blindness and the leading cause of
preventable blindness. That’s why regular eye
exams are so important. Fortunately, two of the
best glaucoma specialists in the region are right
here at Eye Consultants of Pennsylvania.

5. MEDITATE

Meditation allows you to take time for yourself. It
provides the body with relaxation, purpose, and selfawareness. It gives you an opportunity to reflect without
distraction, and become in tune with your body and what
it requires. It is important to create balance to combat
all the hectic components of the day. Meditation is best
performed first thing in the morning or the last thing
before you got to sleep.

When it’s glaucoma, count
on the glaucoma experts.
Right here in Wyomissing.
Eye Consultants of Pennsylvania is the leading
ophthalmology practice in the region, with experienced
specialists in glaucoma, cataracts, retinal disease, LASIK,
pediatrics and more. And our glaucoma specialists —
Dr. Mehul Nagarsheth and Dr. Abhishek Nemani —
are Board-Certified and Fellowship-Trained. That’s
experience you can trust. When it’s glaucoma, don’t
take chances. Insist on Eye Consultants of Pennsylvania.
Learn more at EyeConsultantsOfPA.com.

Call 610-378-1344 for an appointment.

6. CREATE A SCHEDULE

This may be the most important component of them all.
Creating a schedule which includes the above criteria
will form a day filled with sunlight, exercise, nutrient
dense meals, and an adequate amount of sleep. Whether
you choose to create a schedule on your smart phone,
planner, or calendar; schedule out your day and hold
yourself accountable to the tasks planned. Creating
change/a routine takes time. Writing down your goals
and tasks will keep you accountable as well as feel very
rewarding when completed. 2

Abhishek K. Nemani, MD
Mehul H. Nagarsheth, MD

1 Granite Point Drive, Wyomissing

Written by:
Taylor H. Wagner, PT, DPT, ATC

WYOMISSING | POTTSVILLE | POTTSTOWN | LEBANON | BLANDON

610-378-1344

| EyeConsultantsOfPA.com
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Preventive
Power of
PRODUCE
COSTS OF A POOR DIET
Results from our past two Community Health Needs Assessments
(CHNA) for Berks County prioritize obesity and chronic illness as areas
of greatest need. Over 10% of adults suffer from diabetes, nearly 40%
have high blood pressure, and 30% are considered obese. These local
health priorities are microcosms of our national health crisis. According
to a 2017 National Public Radio article addressing healthy eating,
“Among 1 out of every 2 deaths from heart disease, stroke, and
Type 2 diabetes in the U.S. is linked to a poor diet.” In the U.S.
alone, diabetes-related costs carry a hefty $240+ billion price tag.
Moreover, the American Hospital Association recently reported that
inadequate accessibility and affordability of food is a major health
problem in our nation, and directly links to chronic health issues. In
October 2017, the local United Way’s “Data Walk” event revealed that
50% of households in one Reading community worried about not
having enough food. This is descriptive of a larger phenomenon
known as “food insecurity.” Defined by the American Hospital
Association as “a household level economic and social condition of
limited or uncertain access to adequate food, with either disrupted
eating patterns or reduced food intake,” food insecurity is more
prevalent among low-income populations and significantly
increases the risk of chronic illness.
A FRESH APPROACH
As part of a formal Community Health Implementation Plan to
address the 2016 CHNA priority needs, Penn State Health St.
Joseph began researching creative ways to bolster existing resources
related to treating obesity, diabetes, and other
chronic conditions. Through our research, we
learned of the incredible work of Wholesome
Wave, a national nonprofit which champions the
concept of a produce prescription program. Often
clinically based, these are innovative nutrition
incentive programs that allow physicians and
healthcare providers to literally prescribe fruits and
vegetables to qualifying patients, who then redeem
the prescriptions at participating retail locations. Wholesome Wave’s model
has proven to decrease patient care costs while simultaneously increasing
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food security and strengthening the local economy. Across the
Wholesome Wave network, “69% of program participants eat more
produce and 47% decrease their BMI. And beyond the patient, local
economies thrive because every dollar spent benefits the farmer, the
retailer and the distributor.”
VEGGIE RX
We believe these outcomes are also possible here in Berks County.
Thus, by adapting Wholesome Wave’s model, and in partnership
with the United Way, we have piloted our own fruit and vegetable
prescription program at Penn State Health St. Joseph’s Downtown
Reading Campus. Officially launched in June 2018, our pilot “Veggie
Rx” program is intentionally small, for now only targeting adults
within our healthcare network who are struggling with diabetes and
weight loss. In the first 3 months, we enrolled 48 patients, and hope
to reach 100 during the pilot phase. Basic biometric data and patient
health outcomes are being tracked to evaluate the program’s success.
Thanks to multiple community partnerships, our patients can redeem
their prescribed vouchers at various participating vendors, including
the Penn St. Farmer’s Market.
Correspondingly, we launched a weekly farm stand at the Downtown
Campus, which will continue through the winter months. Held every
Tuesday from 12-4pm, just down from the main lobby off N. 6th St.,
this stand also participates in our Veggie Rx program, and is opened
to the public. Both the Veggie Rx program and the farm stand are
part of a larger strategic partnership with Penn State Berks, stemming
from the Invent Penn State initiative to spur economic development,
innovation, and job creation in our local region.
PRELIMINARY CHNA 2018 RESULTS
For the 2018 CHNA Cycle, Penn State Health St. Joseph joined
efforts with the broader Penn State Health network to survey
residents across a five-county area, including Berks, Cumberland,
Dauphin, Lancaster, and Lebanon Counties. Preliminary findings
highlight Behavioral Health, Healthy Lifestyles and Disease
Management as the top three health priorities. Residents most likely
to report experiencing food insecurity were found in Berks and
Dauphin Counties.
Moving forward, we are positioning ourselves for a systemic role in
addressing chronic illnesses, poor nutrition, and food insecurity, by
supporting new and healthy food distribution channels throughout
the city. If proven successful, we hope to eventually expand our
Veggie Rx pilot to include a wider patient population and additional
participating vendors. We are also planning to expand the weekly
farm stand into a more permanent healthy food store. We believe in
the mantra “food as medicine,” and welcome you to join our efforts
in promoting the preventative power of produce! 2
Written by: Lisa Weaver, Penn State Health St. Joseph,
Downtown Campus, Reading PA
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Upping Their Game
Area Gyms & Fitness Centers Revamp

A

s with any business segment, the fitness industry
continues to change and evolve, and area gyms, yoga
studios and fitness centers must be mindful of trends
and changes in thinking if they want to stay current.

In Berks County, gyms and fitness studios strive to offer
innovative, challenging and fun programs, encouraged to get
more people involved in exercising and to help participants
improve strength and function.
Because physical strength and ability varies
tremendously, it is important to customize
an exercise program to meet clients where
they are in terms of ability, explained John
Montleone, head trainer at Wyomissing
Fitness and Training and Exeter Fitness and
Training.
To be able to work with clients more
effectively, both of those gyms recently implemented functional
movement screening, a seven-screen process designed to identify
problems that could impede performance and increase the
likelihood of injury.
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Every personal trainer has been trained in functional movement
screening, Montleone said, and every client who works with a
personal training will receive the screening.
“This is our best use of resources,” Montleone said. “It allows us
to identify problems and address them up front, which means our
trainers can be more effective and our clients receive more benefit
from their training.”
Once a problem has been identified, trainers can amend a
program to meet any specific needs of their clients.
“We’re not giving generalized training,” Montleone said. “We’re
giving training depending on your health and what meets your
special needs. There’s no cookie-cutter approach to that.”
Functional movement screening became standard at the gyms
in November.
An innovative form of yoga has caught the imagination of clients
at BLDG. 7 Yoga in Wyomissing, where yoga enthusiasts can,
literally, rise to a new level of exercise while practicing aerial yoga.
Supported by a special hammock attached to support chains that
hang from the ceiling, participants are able to engage in anti-

gravity movements which are thought to
support physical and emotional well-being.
The support from the hammock helps to
decompress the spine and joints and enables
yoga enthusiasts to accomplish inverted
postures easily, explained Linda Zogas, coowner of BLDG. 7. The movements enable
participants to focus on body alignment and posture.
“Aerial yoga isn’t for everyone, but a lot of people enjoy it because
it’s relaxing and just fun,” Zogas said.
Aerial yoga is also offered locally at Just Breathe Yoga Fitness in
Sinking Spring.
Those who prefer to exercise in water rather than in the air
can benefit from aqua fitness classes at Body Zone Sports and
Wellness Complex in Spring Township.
According to Sarah Vecchio, director of
fitness, exercising in a pool is particularly
beneficial to people who are recovering
from surgery or an injury, are just
beginning a fitness program or do not have
a high level of fitness.

because there’s no impact to the joints.”
However, Vecchio said, participants should not underestimate the
challenge of working out in the water, as Body Zone’s aqua classes
incorporate cardiovascular, high intensity interval training and
strength training.
“We offer classes that are less demanding, but don’t think that
you can’t get an amazing workout in the pool,” Vecchio said. “The
resistance of the water helps to increase strength and endurance,
but it prevents that intense impact on your joints that other forms
of exercise can have.”
While maintaining strength and fitness are key reasons for
working out, many participants also enjoy a social component
to exercising.
Wyomissing Fitness and Exeter Fitness have begun offering Swing
and Swig sessions, which combine a kettle bell class followed by
some craft beer or wine with fellow participants.
“It’s about combining the social and fitness aspects,” Montleone
said. “Our clients want to be in great shape, but they also enjoy
getting to know one another and having a good time.” 2
Written by: Susan Shelly

“Aqua can be an amazing activity for people
of any fitness level, Vecchio said. “It’s beneficial to everyone

A Holistic Approach to Employee Benefits
Power Kunkle delivers localized, high-touch services:
Dedicated Client Relations Manager • Administration Support Services
ACA Compliance Support • Benefits Compliance Review

Human Resource Solutions:
Talent Recruitment • HR Compliance Audit • Employee Handbook Review
Compensation Analysis • Training • General Human Resource Support

Wellness & Health Promotion:
Surveys and Assessments • Biometric Screenings • Education
Program Development & Incentive Tracking • Wellness Policy Review
Worker’s Compensation & Safety Integration
www.PKBenefits.com • 1-866-685-1790 • contactus@pkbenefits.com
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April 5-14, 2019
Reading, PA

With over 120 scheduled events,
it’s the perfect spring break for jazz lovers!

REGINA BELLE

JEFFREY OSBORNE
BRIAN CULBERTSON
WILL DOWNING
HOWARD HEWETT
AVERY SUNSHINE
BONEY JAMES
CHRIS WALKER’S
AL JARREAU TRIBUTE
with special guests
REGINA BELLE, RICK BRAUN
THE SOUL OF JAZZ
featuring ERIC ROBERSON, NICK
COLIONNE, ERIC DARIUS, ALEX
BUGNON, BRIAN SIMPSON
THE ALLMAN BETTS BAND
WALTER TROUT, SUGARAY
RAYFORD and BRUCE KATZ BAND
BIG SAM’S FUNKY NATION
BRIAN BROMBERG

STEVE SMITH & VITAL
INFORMATION NYC EDITION
MUSIC OF NINA SIMONE
featuring CAROL RIDDICK &
GERALD VEASLEY
ERIC MARIENTHAL
& RANDY BRECKER
LIZZ WRIGHT
“LEAN ON ME:” JOSÉ JAMES
CELEBRATES BILL WITHERS
KEIKO MATSUI and the
READING POPS ORCHESTRA
TOMMY KATONA & TEXAS FLOOD

... and many more!

KEIKO MATSUI
CAROL RIDDICK

For tickets and complete festival schedule, visit berksjazzfest.com

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE BOSCOV’S BERKS JAZZ FEST

